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Highlights 

● I visited Dubai and Bahrain from 3/25 to 4/12, including the first open Seder and first-

ever Yom HaShoah event. My agenda included TOM and Reut. This report focuses on 

TOM. The Reut aspect of the visit is covered separately.  

● Team-building: For the Dubai / TOM section, we hired a local ‘TOM Consultant’ who is 

also a pillar of the Jewish community. I was joined by Roy Goldenberg (Director of TOM 

Israel) and by Nadav Yesod (TOM Global). Our goals were to explore the potential for 

TOM Emirates and for activities in the EXPO.  

● We will launch TOM Bahrain: Yasmin, a remarkable woman and leader of the Jewish 

community, will be our Community Manager and TOM Fellow. She will work to bring two 

universities and also to launch a R&D center in Bahrain.   

● TOM Abu Dhabi will include 2-3 TOM@University Communities, including NYU Abu 

Dhabi (the leading university in the UAE). We are also exploring a R&D center like 

Impact Labs for last-mile development. Our emerging key relationship is with the Abu 

Dhabi Investment Office, which also opened an office in Israel.  

● TOM Dubai: Our most promising relationship in Dubai is with Dubai Institute for Design 

and Innovation (DIDI), which is the only nonprofit university and the spearhead of Dubai’s 

efforts to become world leader in design. It is located in the Dubai Design District and has 

access to an amazing makerspace.  

● TOM at the EXPO (10/1/21-3/31/2022, expecting 25 million visitors): We are also 

exploring doing the concluding event of the Global Innovation Challenge at the EXPO 

in Dubai in November and then a Makeathon in Feb-Mar, 2022. We are in discussions 

with the US Consulate and the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  

● Since the visit, we received a new designated $50,000 pledge to launch our activities in 

the Gulf.  

General  

● I visited the UAE and Bahrain from 3/25 (before Pesach) till 4/12. This is my second visit 

to the UAE and first to Bahrain. It included the first open Seder with the Jewish Community 

of the Emirates and the first-ever ceremony for Yom HaShoah. Both were historical 

events.  

● My agenda was to serve both TOM and Reut as follows: 

○ TOM: launching TOM Communities in UAE and BH and exploring future strategy 

there, including with regards to the World Expo in the fall-winter of 2021-22.  

http://didi.ac.ae/


○ Reut: Building relationships particularly regarding areas of shared interest like the 

challenge of the Muslim Brotherhood 

 This report focuses on TOM.  

● Organization: The Bahrain visit was organized by Derasat, one of the leading think-tanks, 

and sponsored by the Foreign Ministry. It included a presentation about the Reut, as well 

as meetings regarding TOM. The UAE was self-organized by TOM, including by our newly 

engaged TOM Consultant, Jean Candiotte, who has been living in Dubai for seven years 

and is a pillar of the local Jewish community. I was joined by Roy Goldenberg (Director of 

TOM Israel) and by Nadav Yesod (TOM Global).   

● In both places we continued to build relationships with relevant government entities, 

universities, local business and social leaders and the local Jewish communities.  

Key TOM Outcomes: 

● TOM clearly fits multiple strategic priorities of the UAE, including regarding people 

with disabilities (whom they call people of determination), education, 3D printing, design, 

social entrepreneurship, global leadership, etc. They appreciate the ‘big ideas’ of TOM.  

● We will launch a TOM Bahrain, led by a phenomenal leader within the Jewish 

community, by the name of Yasmin. She will join the TOM Leadership Program as a 

TOM Fellow and will work on adding two universities or prominent high schools with the 

support of leading business and civil society leaders. In addition, her husband, Miguel, 

may take a leadership position in our efforts of cardboarding.  

● UAE Communities: We are moving toward having 2-3 TOM@University Communities in 

both AD and Dubai universities, as well as the possibility of a R&D centers, like Impact 

Labs, in AD and maybe also in Dubai:  

○ TOM Abu Dhabi: We consolidated TOM NYUAD (NYU is the leading university in 

AD), and are working toward 2-4 additional campuses. Our key contact is ADIO, 

the AD Investment Office, which just launched an office in Israel. With ADIO we 

are also exploring a R&D center like Impact Labs that will focus on last-mile 

development of TOM Solutions. In addition, we are engaging AD Department of 

Education and Knowledge to support our engagement with universities.  

○ TOM Dubai: DIDI - Dubai Institute for Design and Innovation - is our ideal partner. 

DIDI is probably the only nonprofit university because it is part of a government 

effort to promote design and creativity. They are situated in the Dubai Design 

District (a super-cool place) and have an amazing makerspace at In5 Design, 

which is at the level of Impact Labs. We are looking to welcome TOM Fellows from 

DIDI, build a relationship and maybe hold a Makeathon at In5 Design.  

● All together, TOM Abu Dhabi and TOM Dubai can become leading TOM Communities 

in the world with local R&D centers like Impact Labs.   

● World Expo: The World Expo in Dubai (here) will be the first in the Arab world and take 

place over six months from Oct 1, 2020 to Mar 31, 20201. The compound of the World 

https://infive.ae/in5-design/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYI2E-ZKO68


Expo is partially open for visitation and is going to be amazing, with three central pavilions 

dedicated to Opportunity, Sustainability and Mobility, as well as multiple country pavilions, 

including Israel’s. They are expecting 25 million visitors. Two of the major themes of the 

EXPO - mobility and opportunity - are relevant to TOM, as well as multiple other themes 

e.g. innovation, the society of the future, etc. We are in touch with the US and Israel 

Pavilions and are exploring the following: 

○ TOM Summit at the beginning of the Expo (around Nov 15) to celebrate our Global 

Innovation Challenge. This will possibly be in collaboration between the US and 

Israeli Pavilions and may invite other country Pavilions, where we have active TOM 

Communities e.g. Australia, Kazakhstan and Colombia. 

○ TOM Makeathon at the end of the Expo (Feb-Mar 2022) with participation of 

Emirati, Israeli and international teams. 

● Structure: Prior to this visit we hired Jean Candiotte to be our local on-the-ground TOM 

Consultant. Jean was instrumental to the success of the trip. Looking ahead, formalizing 

TOM’s presence in the UAE will require some legal counsel and getting a license.  

Key Follow up Efforts 

● Consolidate our presence in the UAE (Jean) and Bahrain (Yasmim).  

● Create a budget for all GCC activities (est. 150k) and raise the funds.  

● Decide on Global Innovation Challenge and Expo. 

● Focus on our key priorities and opportunities particularly ADIO (in AD) and DIDI (In Dubai). 

● Launch TOM Bahrain (Engage Yasmin, budget and work plan).  

End.  


